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In the past, Africa has fallen prey to Western colonialism, whose em-

pires have divided its lands, plundered its wealth, intensified its weak-

ness and continued backwardness so as to remain a source of raw ma-

terials, cheap labor, a market for products, an arena of influence and 

conflict among those powers. 

After the struggle of the peoples of Africa led by great leaders and 

after suffering from new forms of colonialism as well as the divisions 

of ideology in the cold war, the peoples began to look forward to stabil-

ity, development and the exploitation of Africa's wealth for the good of 

its peoples. 

In this period, the international forces from the West, the East and 

the North clamored under the slogans of joint development, aid and 

investment in various forms, the most prominent of which was (the 55 

+ 1 formula), which the major and medium powers around the world 

competed to consolidate in dealing with the countries of the African 

continent as a whole. 

The total foreign direct investment in the African continent has not 

exceeded that of a single country or a limited group of countries in 

other regions. The trade balance of Africa with the rest of the world is 

still not in the interest of the continent, since its wealth is still exported. 

In the form of raw materials, and the rates of unemployment Africa 

remain the highest. 

  

 

By Professor Diaa Rashwan 

Chairman of the State Information Service 
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Europeans remembered Africa only when migrant convoys flowed 

due to instability, lack of jobs and limited growth opportunities. In-

stead of providing support and facilitating investment and trade with 

migrant-exporting countries, Europeans are mainly concerned, now, 

with how to prevent migrants and stop their flow. 

At the same time, European positions on African issues, especially in 

situations of conflict and instability, are divided and sometimes suspi-

cious. Perhaps the European division concerning the dangerous situa-

tion in Libya is an example of the European attitudes that have so far 

failed to fight terrorism and militias, end divisions, impose stability 

through a strong national army as well as a unified national security 

agency and restore the full sovereignty of the Libyan authority on the 

entire Libyan territory. 

Instead, the positions of European states have been divided between 

apathy, ambiguous statements, and sometimes even turned a blind eye 

to the existence of the militias considering them a fait accompli. 

Africa's problems will be resolved only by African hands, and Afri-

can peoples are capable of proposing solutions to their own issues, 

whether in development, peace and stability, or dealing with migra-

tion, climate, trade, etc. Together, the peoples of Africa will move from 

the actual reality to a new reality that fulfills their hopes, peace, stabil-

ity and progress. 

This is precisely what President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi referred to 

when he hosted two summits that included leaders from a large num-

ber of African countries at the end of April 2019 to find African solu-

tions to the situation in both Sudan and Libya. 

African hopes are bound to the will of African peoples and leaders, 

and thus Africa must not wait for a solution from outside. 
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Egypt has regarded its selection on part of the African countries to 

preside over the African Union (AU) as a huge responsibility and a 

trust which it must fulfill towards the continent as well as Egypt’s Af-

rican identity and the Egyptian interests themselves. 

Egypt has translated this responsibility into practical political, eco-

nomic and cultural action, among all other fields. 

Since President Abdel Fattah El-Sisi took over the chairmanship of 

the AU Assembly in the African Summit in Addis Ababa, Feb. 2019, a 

political and diplomatic move has been taken in favor of the African 

continent, including his actions in Munich Security Conference where 

President El-Sisi has talked in the name of Africa; asking for its right 

in security, peace and stability. Also, in the Arab-European Summit, 

which was held in Egypt in late Feb. 2019 with the attendance of 10 

Arab-African countries, discussing several African-related issues. 

President El-Sisi, also, received several African leaders and offi-

cials in Egypt, in addition to phone calls from other leaders tackling 

the current African issues. 

Moreover, President El-Sisi paid foreign tours, besides that of the 

USA, including three African countries; namely: Guinea, Cote d’ivoire  

and Senegal, where bilateral relations and African issues in all walks 

of life were discussed. 

In April 2019, Egypt hosted two summits of African leaders dis-

cussing the situations in Sudan and Libya in addition to their related 

African organizations. In this respect, both summits issued statements 

 
Egypt in Africa 

By: Abdel Moeti Abu Zeid 

The Editor-in-Chief 
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expressing a unified African stance towards the situations and hazard-

ous developments in both countries. 

In Beijing, President El-Sisi participated in the Second Belt and 

Road Forum for International Cooperation, where El-Sisi was an hon-

est representative in his actions, words and proposals for the collective 

interests of the African continent; defending its rights and share 

whether in development and progress or in facilitating the flow of 

trade and investment with other countries worldwide. 

Besides El-Sisi’s actions, all Egyptian ministries and organs exerted 

strenuous efforts as regards communicating with the African coun-

tries; searching for all that is common so as to realize mutual benefits 

among the peoples of the continent in all fields. 

Within this context, the SIS continues to issue this periodical which 

addresses, with its academic method, all African issues. It also utilizes 

other tools; the most prominent of which is “Egypt Africa” website 

portal which is launched in 9 languages (Arabic, English, French, Swa-

hili, Hausa, Amharic, Portuguese, Spanish, and Chinese). 

This Gate publishes a vast base of information that is updated 

throughout the day concerning all African countries in several fields 

including politics, economy, society, news, sports, culture, arts and lit-

erature, in addition to the most prominent figures in all fields, not to 

mention a portal about the AU with all its institutions, and reports and 

studies on African issues and affairs in all fields. 

Within the same context, the SIS publishes a series of books about 

the African countries and Egypt’s relation with each of them. Such 

books are published in the dominant African languages. 

Egypt seriously dealt with its mission as a president to the AU; an 

honor and an Egyptian national interest before being a collective Afri-

can interest. 
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Introduction: 

The guiding principle of Nigeria's foreign policy and its pursuit 

of national interests, both in its bilateral and multilateral relations 

since independence, has reflected its perception of the international 

environment. There is a fundamental feature that has been the base of 

Nigeria's foreign policy structure, i.e its trend towards Africa, which 

includes combating colonialism, apartheid and discrimination against 

the peoples in Africa and all over the world. 

Nigeria's foreign policy after independence was characterized 

by being       an active and purposeful policy as Nigeria enjoys good 

potentials in terms of population, natural resources and geographical 

location. In this respect, Nigeria's foreign policy exerted constant ef-

fort both within and outside its territory, which had a strong impact 

on the formation of Nigeria's foreign policy that puts Africa at the core 

of its objectives. This is in addition to its commitment to peace-keeping 

operations worldwide and its efforts in the field of mediation as well as 

development cooperation in West Africa, in particular. Also, to 

strengthen its foreign policy objectives, Nigeria participates in the Af-

rican Union, ECOWAS, the Commonwealth, the United Nations and 

the Non-Aligned Movement. Thus, Nigeria has acquired a quite share 

of foreign relations with many countries in Africa, Asia and all over 

  

 
 Nigeria's Foreign Policy towards 

Africa under the Fourth Republic 

Dr. Ashraf Hasabullah, 

PhD in African Political Systems, 

Cairo University. 
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the world. 

Since its return to democratic rule in 1999, Nigeria has worked 

on restoring its active foreign policy in Africa just as in the 1970s and 

1980s. Nigeria is a major regional power in Africa, not only because of 

its size but also because of its political and economic role in the conti-

nent. Apart from being the continent's largest economy, it is also one 

of the world's largest producers of crude oil. Its leaders have mediated 

and resolved conflicts in Africa, while its forces have played leading 

roles in maintaining peace and stability in unstable regions all around 

the world. 

 First: Internal determinants of Nigerian foreign policy 

1.  Geographical determinants: 

Nigeria is located in the far west of Africa, overlooking the At-

lantic Ocean north of the equator, bordered to the west by the Repub-

lic of Benin, to the north by Niger, to the east by Chad and Cameroon, 

and to the south by the Gulf of Guinea with a coast of a total length of 

about 850 km. This shows that Nigeria occupies a very important stra-

tegic location, which makes it a link between the West and Central Af-

rica. What enhances such strategic location of Nigeria is its member-

ship in several regional organizations on the continent level such as the 

African Union (AU) and the Economic Community of West African 

States (ECOWAS), besides its huge reserves of oil as Nigeria is Afri-

ca's largest oil producer and sixth in the world. This is in addition to 

the aforementioned efforts in resolving the disputes of neighboring 

countries, whether through military intervention, as happened in Libe-

ria in 1991, within the framework of the ECOWAS, or through the 

dispatch of troops to participate in peace-keeping operations, as hap-

pened during Sierra Leone's civil war in 1998. All this made Nigeria a 

major regional power, on the continent level. 
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2. Demographic determinants: 

Nigeria is Africa's largest country in terms of population, with a 

population of 173.6 million, according to the estimates of year 2014. 

Also, the demographic structure of the Nigerian society is character-

ized by complexity as a result of ethnic pluralism, and many other plu-

ralism forms, which are as follows: 

A- Ethnic pluralism: Ethnicity is one of the keys to understanding Ni-

geria's pluralistic society. There are over 250 ethnic groups and 

tribes, each of which has its own culture, traditions and language. 

The three largest and most dominant ethnic groups are: a- Hausa-

Fulani that makes up 31% of the Nigerian population and speaks 

the Hausa language. As the name suggests, the Hausa/Fulani are 

two ethnic groups which were formerly distinct but are now for all 

practical purposes intermixed to the extent of being regarded as 

one inseparable ethnic nation.         The bulk of the Hausa/Fulani 

population is concentrated in Northern Nigeria;  especially in and 

around the urban centres of Sokoto, Zamfara, Katsina, Kano and 

Borno. Most of the Hausa-Fulani people are muslims. b- Yoruba 

that constitutes 21% of the Nigerian population making them the 

second largest group and speaks the Yoruba language. The Yoru-

ba people dominate the western part of the country and are divid-

ed between muslims and christians, c- Igbo that represents 18% of 

the total population of Nigeria and speaks the Igbo language. The 

Igbos are located in southeastern Nigeria and are predominantly 

christians. This is in addition to other smaller ethnic groups whose 

population do not exceed one thousand and are intermixed with 

regard to areas of residence and economic activities, such as: 

Kanuri, Nupe, Tiv, etc. 

B- Cultural pluralism: There are five cultural patterns in Nigeria: 
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1. The Islamic Sudanese culture in the northern region, where 

the tribes of the Hausa Fulani tribes exist. 

2. The Forest and Coastal culture in the south-eastern region, 

where relatively independent and autonomous Igbo groups 

live. 

3. The Forest-owner culture in the southwestern region, where 

the Yoruba tribes live. 

4. The Herding culture in the northern region. 

5. Other cultures of smaller groups less developed groups in the 

country’s middle belt along the River Niger and River Benue 

and along the eastern border. 

C- Linguistic pluralism: Although English is the main language of edu-

cation and the official language of the federal government as well 

as most of the state governments of Nigeria, however there are 

more than a hundred languages. The country contains languages 

from the three major African language families: Afroasiatic, Nilo-

Saharan and Niger–Congo. The Hausa and Fulani are the two 

largest linguistic groups in the north of the country. They belong to 

the Chadic language (a branch of the Afroasiatic language family) 

and the West Atlantic languages (a branch of the Niger-Congo lan-

guage family), respectively. While Yoruba and Ibo are the two 

largest linguistic groups in the south of the country that speak a 

Kwa language, which belongs to the Niger-Congo language family. 

D- Religious pluralism: In Nigeria, 7.2% of the total population are 

Muslims, 34.5% are Christians, while the rest which is 18.3% em-

brace natural religions. 

E- Regional pluralism: Each one of the three major groups concen-

trate in a particular region, namely: Hausa-Fulani in the north, the 

Ibo in the east, and the Yoruba in the West. This has given each 
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one of them full political and economic control on of this region. 

F- Economic pluralism: This reflects the economic history of Nigeria's 

colonial past. One of the consequences of the insistence of Britain 

that each colony bears its colonial administration costs as well as 

the surplus value of the British companies, is the need to push for-

ward the export trade process. Exports in Nigeria are based on the 

cocoa crop in the west, the palm oil in the east and the peanuts in 

the north. 

The relations between these groups are characterized by bloody 

conflicts that have led to the fall of thousands of victims whether due 

to competing for power, or fighting for economic benefits just as what 

occurred in the civil war in (Biafra) at the end of the sixties of the last 

century, besides the exchanged massacres between Muslims and 

Christians in different regions all over the country. Most of these con-

flicts took the form of ethnicity or religious fanaticism because of the 

religious pluralism that characterizes the country. Islam represents 

the majority as Muslims estimately constitute 47.2% of the total popu-

lation and they are concentrated heavily in northern Nigeria, while 

Christians are largely found in the southern provinces of Nigeria, in 

addition to a number of traditional religions, all of which constituted a 

source of conflicts and tensions. However, such religious pluralism 

formed a pattern of diversity and richness of the Nigerian cultural 

identity. 

 3.  Political determinants: 

Through out its history, Nigeria has undergone constant changes 

in its internal political situation. These changes included the state's 

shape, regime and political parties, but Nigeria has retained its federal 

form since independence except for a very short period from May 26th 

to August 1st, 1966. Since its independence, Nigeria has witnessed sev-
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eral ruling systems, which are: the period of the First Republic (1960-

1966) that was a civilian rule under a parliamentary system, the period 

of the First Military rule (1966-1979), during which Nigeria has wit-

nessed three military governments, the period of the Second Republic 

(1979-1983) that was a civilian rule under a presidential system, and 

the period of the Second Military rule (1984-1998) that witnessed the 

succession of five military rulers, namely: Mohammed Bukhari (1984 - 

August 1985), Ibrahim Babangida (August 1985-August 1993), Ernest 

Shonekan (August 1993 - November 1993), Sani Abacha (November 

1993- June 1998) and Abdel Salam Abu Bakr (1998- May 1999). 

While the PDP has been the dominant party for 16 years from 

May 1999, when Nigeria returned to the democratic rule, until May 

2015. This is because of its electoral power and geographical spread all 

over of the country. However, the presidential election in 2015 was a 

turning point as the People's Democratic Party lost its status as a dom-

inant party and a new party emerged, which is called All Progressive 

Congress (APC) to be the main party for the first time in the history of 

the Nigerian presidential election. 

4.  Economic determinants: 

Nigeria is an agricultural country, where agriculture has been 

the basis of the Nigerian economy before the discovery of oil. The most 

important agricultural crops, which represent the basis of the coun-

try's internal trade and constitute          a great proportion of Nigeria's 

national income are peanuts, cocoa, rubber, palm oil, corn and others. 

However, the most important shift in the Nigerian economy took place 

by the discovery of oil, which hit the first rank in Nigerian exports 

compared to a decline in the agricultural sector, since oil contributes 

with 90% of the national income of Nigeria. 

It can be said that Nigeria over the years has been able to use its 
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economic power to highlight its strength, especially in Africa. 

Nigeria's economy is considered as the largest economy in Africa, 

according to the estimations of April 2014, since Nigeria's gross do-

mestic product reached $ 522 billion, with a growth rate of about 

6.28%. Then South Africa comes in the second place, as its GDP 

reached 350 billion US dollars, with a growth rate of about 2.6%. Sim-

ilarly, other sectors such as agriculture, services and industry enjoy 

large shares of Nigeria's GDP, besides the informal sector. While oil 

has represented a large proportion of Nigeria's GDP since the early 

1990s, ranging between 43.6 % in 1971, 84.1 % in 1993 and 80.5% in 

2003 . As a result of these huge reserves of natural resources, Nigeria 

has great potentials to establish a strong economy, allowing it to re-

duce poverty, provide better services in the fields of health care, edu-

cation and infrastructure. The importance of Nigeria is essentially re-

lated with its economic superiority and compared privileges, particu-

larly in West Africa. This allows Nigeria to continue playing its leading 

role in these sub regions and at the same time to maintain its responsi-

bility as stipulated in the Nigerian Constitution towards peace-keeping 

issues among its neighboring states. 

5.  Military capabilities: 

Nigeria has more than 1,400 armored vehicles, 360 tanks,6,000 

logistics vehicles, 300 aircraft and 25 vessels of high efficiency. 

It has more military capabilities than many African countries, 

ranking first in West Africa at the military level and second in sub-

Saharan Africa, after South Africa. This enables it to play a key role in 

many peace-keeping missions both within and outside the continent. 

And thus, becoming the continent's most contributing country to the 

maintenance of peace and stability whether at the regional and inter-

national levels or at the sub-regional level. Nigeria, also, contributed to 
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the establishment of ECOMOG forces affiliated to the Economic Com-

munity of West African States (ECOWAS), which played a prominent 

role in conflict management in Sierra Leone, Liberia and Guinea Bis-

sau. 

 

Second: Main principles and objectives of Nigerian foreign policy: 

1.  Concentric circles of Nigeria's foreign policy  

Nigeria’s foreign policy, since independence, has been guided by 

four concentric circles of national interests, (Gambari, 1989). The in-

nermost circle represents Nigeria’s own security, independence and 

prosperity. The Second circle revolves around Nigeria’s relations with 

its West African neighbours; the third focuses on Continental African 

issues of peace, development and democratization. The fourth circle 

involves Nigeria’s relation with organizations, institutions and States 

outside Africa. As for the centrifuges of Nigeria's foreign policy, they 

include:  

1. commitment to the pursuit of peace and the establishment of 

good relations with the neighboring countries of Nigeria.  

2. commitment to the African issues. 

3. commitment to the principle of nonalignment. 

 

2.  Principles and objectives of Nigerian foreign policy: 

Abu Bakr Tafwa Balwa, the first Prime Ministers of Nigeria 

highlighted, in his speech on the occasion of Nigeria's admission as a 

member of the United Nations, the form of the Nigerian foreign policy, 

saying: "it is the desire of Nigeria-as I have said already to remain on 

friendly terms with all nations and to participate actively in the work 

of the United Nations Organizations. Secondly, Nigeria, a large and 

populous country of over 35 million, has absolutely no territorial or 
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expansionist intentions. Thirdly, we shall not forget our old friends, 

and we are proud to have been accepted as a member of the British 

Commonwealth. But, nevertheless, we do intend to ally ourselves as a 

matter routine with any of the Power blocs. We are committed to up-

hold the principles upon which the United Nations is founded. Fourth-

ly, Nigeria hopes to work with other African States for the progress of 

Africa and to assist in bringing all African Territories to a state of re-

sponsible independence." 

In addition, on October 1st, 1960, Abu Bakr Tafawa announced 

the basic principles of Nigerian foreign policy, as follows: 

A- The principle of non-alignment: The Non-Aligned Movement re-

jects the official alliance with the of ideological and military blocs 

whether in the capitalist West led by the United States or the com-

munist-East led by the Soviet Union, after the Second World War. 

In this respect, Nigeria and all newly independent States in Africa 

and Asia have adopted this policy to help strengthen international 

peace and security in light of the war Cold between the two major 

blocs of NATO and the Warsaw Pact. 

B- Legal equality between States  :Nigeria has adopted the principle of 

respect for the legal equality, sovereignty and territorial integrity 

of all States to protect independent small States. Moreover, the 

principle of legal equality emphasizes the assumption that all 

States are equal with all developed States to develop their views 

and interests through the media of international organizations . 

C- Non-interference in the internal affairs of all other countries  :  

Nigeria supported the principle of non-interference in the internal 

affairs of other States, through the civil war in Nigeria from 1967 

to 1970 , when General Jacob Jowen Yakubu Gowon  )The third 

president of Nigeria between 1966 and 5791 ( at the time stated 
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that the war was an internal affair, and therefore other countries 

did not encourage the secession of Biafra . 

The principle of multilateralism: This principle states Nigeria's 

freedom to participate in the membership of international organi-

zations, as Nigeria's participation in these international organiza-

tions will enable it to pursue its interests and contribute to the 

common objectives of these organizations, as well. 

D - Africa as the basis of Nigeria's foreign relations:  

 Nigeria's foreign policy has been centered around Africa since in-

dependence. In pursuit of this foreign policy , liberation move-

ments in various parts of the continent have helped to free them-

selves from colonialism. Nigeria has, also, been committed to im-

plement this policy through various efforts aiming to resolve the 

conflicts of the continent in a peaceful way and to support the 

struggle to increase the social and economic well-being of Africans 

through continental programs such as the New Partnership for 

Africa's Development (NEPAD) and the African Development 

Bank , in addition to other sustainable economic development pro-

grams. 

 

Third: Nigeria's foreign policy towards Africa: 

1.  Historical stages: 

Since independence, Nigeria's foreign policy has focused mainly 

on Africa, where successive Nigerian leaders have recognized that Af-

rica is the main or central part of Nigeria's foreign policy. Nigeria not 

only sees itself but also is regarded as the leader of Africa. This has 

profoundly influenced its role on both the continent and the world lev-

els.  

Although Nigeria's foreign policy towards Africa was generally 
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consistent, but it varied in a number of internal and external factors. 

Such variance had its impact on Nigeria's approach to African affairs 

by giving it certain characteristics over the past years that created 

three main phases of its foreign policy towards Africa, namely the con-

servative, radical and realistic stages. In this respect, the role of Nige-

ria in the formation of the Organization of African Unity (OAU), and 

its participation in the activities of the Frontline States regarding the 

apartheid regime in South Africa as well as the pivotal role it played in 

the transformation of the Organization of African Unity to become the 

African Union, respectively, correspond to these three phases of its Af-

rican foreign policy: 

A- Conservative Phase:  

 This phase begins from the period of independence in 1960 to the 

end of the civil war in 1970. This is the most period during which 

Nigeria was heading towards Africa on all levels. One of the main 

concerns of Nigeria's foreign policy in this period was the political 

liberalization Of colonialism, the protection of national sovereign-

ty within a system of sovereign equality of States, as well as the 

principle of non-interference in the internal affairs of African 

States. Nigeria's approach towards African issues during this peri-

od was conservative and pragmatic, which to a great extent main-

tained the global power relations at that time. On the domestic 

level, the main factor that early shaped this stage was the fragility 

of the nation-building project in Nigeria and the continuing threat 

to the country's instability caused by ethnic conflicts in Nigeria. 

B- Radical Phase:  

 The period of this phase ranges between 1970 and 1980. It is char-

acterized by a comprehensive Nigerian citizen that is more asser-

tive with Africa, mainly due to the victory of the Nigerian govern-
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ment in the civil war, which prevented the disintegration of Nige-

ria, in addition to the large increase in oil wealth. This phase, also, 

includes the period of military rule (1975 1979), during which Ni-

geria's vision for Africa was primarily focused on helping the Af-

rican people. First, economically including economic liberalization 

and the protection of citizens from the new global economic order. 

Second, ideologically, as Nigeria main African objective was to 

end colonial rule in the continent as well as apartheid in South Af-

rica. 

C- Realistic phase:  

 This phase describes the period of the 1980s. It is characterized by 

the economic problems which Nigeria witnessed, specially under 

the rule of Chagari and Babangida whose main concern during 

this period was to overcome the economic crisis caused by Ni-

geria's sharp decline in oil revenues as well as to improve relations 

with external creditors, in particular the Bretton Woods institu-

tions. As a result, Nigeria has neglected a number of its traditional 

concerns in Africa. 

It can be said that the relations with African countries in the 

1980s were the main focus of Nigeria's foreign policy, but in the 1990s, 

especially after the return to civilian rule in 1999, the focus shifted to 

creating growing relations with the developed economies, particularly 

the European Community, which Provided the Nigerian government 

with foreign policy directions as a means to achieve a clear end of eco-

nomic growth. Thus focused on debt cancellation arrangements or 

debt rescheduling, in addition to the negotiation on trade agreements 

and the attraction of a lot of foreign direct investment. This trend con-

tinued through out the rule of President Jonathan, who successfully 

signed a large number of bilateral trade agreements and memoran-
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dums of understanding with private sector organizations, which led to 

a substantial increase in foreign direct investment. For example, China 

became a key strategic partner for Nigeria through Chinese enterpris-

es involved in infrastructure projects. However, the growing focus on 

"Economic Diplomacy" affected the comprehensive African politics, 

including security and development. In fact, under the last two govern-

ments, Nigeria has become less active in African politics and has aban-

doned the continental leadership of the African Union. 

At the present time, Nigeria continues to give priority to promot-

ing economic growth in the continent, and is also expected to increase 

its focus on strengthening regional cooperation as regards various is-

sues, just as the All Progressives Congress (APC) party (President Mo-

hammad Bukhari's Party) promised in the statement of his campaign, 

to continue a more assertive foreign policy that aims to strengthen the 

national interest and to reflect the negative international perceptions 

concerning Nigeria. It, also, intends to support economic integration as 

a priority within the economic Community of West African States. 

This includes having a uniform tariff and currency by the year 2020 

under the leadership of Nigeria The party is, also, keen to maintain the 

formation of strong ties with African countries, particularly South Af-

rica, in addition to the emerging markets, especially BRICS countries 

so as to bridge investment gaps and to provide job opportunities. 

The All Progressives Conference party criticizes the weakness of 

the foreign policy under the leadership of the previous government, 

Jonathan's government. Therefore, so President Bukhari has adopted 

an active foreign policy that reinforces Nigeria's leading role in the 

continent by taking a more active stance within the African Union and 

the international community as well by addressing issues of common 

security interest to define development goals, particularly security. In 
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this respect, Bukhari discussed cooperation with regional partners. In 

addition, in view of the recent transfer of power from one political 

party to another through peaceful elections, Nigeria has already be-

come an example of the transition of power in the continent. The new 

government can highlight this by choosing to promote the democratic 

example in Africa in accordance with the position of ECOWAS and 

the European Union of "zero tolerance for the unconstitutional change 

of Government". 

 

2.   Nigerian Foreign Policy under the ECOWAS: 

It can be said that Nigeria's foreign policy approach towards re-

gional activities of the Economic Community of West African States 

(ECOWAS) has remained constant despite various internal and exter-

nal challenges faced by Nigeria. And although, Nigeria's foreign policy 

was mainly concerned with the African continent since independence, 

but still west Africa region constitutes a part of its foreign policy till 

present, as it continues to play its role in the activities of the Economic 

Community of West African States (ECOWAS), where the various 

foreign policies of successive Governments in Nigeria have in one way 

or another contributed to the continued existence of the Community as 

a regional international organization. In the same vein, Nigeria's for-

eign policy towards the ECOWAS regional initiatives has directly or 

indirectly contributed to the growth of the Organization and the devel-

opment of the region in general, particularly in the fields of economic 

planning, security formation and the Strengthening political stability 

through the implementation of democracy and good governance. Nige-

ria, therefore, participated in ECOWAS activities through bilateral 

and multilateral diplomacy to meet the expectations of the internation-

al community as an effective regional force, as well as a dominant re-
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gional leader in West Africa. 

3.   Nigerian role in peace-keeping: 

Nigerian President Ibrahim BabangidaNigeria's role in the peace

-keeping operation in Liberia and Sierra Leone was one of its most im-

portant foreign policy practices, since it led the ECOMOG forces by 

assuming responsibility for providing funding and logistical support, 

in addition to a large number of its troops. It can be said that Nigeria 

has been the main financier of this support, with a percentage of 70%, 

as it spent one million dollars per day and deployed 4 jet aircrafts, C-

13 aircrafts, helicopters besides other equipment. In this context, a 

peace-keeping was formed under the ECOMOG forces, which moved 

to Liberia on August 24 in 1990. At the beginning this force consisted 

of three thousand soldiers, then during one year it increased to seven 

thousand soldiers. The Nigerian President Ibrahim Babangida de-

clared putting the ECOMOG forces under the leadership of his coun-

try. In this respect, he replaced the Ghanaian commander of the 

ECOMOG forces with a Nigerian commander and in March 1998 in-

ternational peace-keeping forces were sent to Sierra Leone, under Ni-

gerian command. 

Nigeria, also, consolidated its regional role in the second decade 

of the third millennium, after taking office in July 2017 as President of 

the Security Council and Peace in the African Union. The President of 

the Nigerian Council, Adeoye Bankole confirmed that under his chair 

the Council will focus on the main road map for practical steps to si-

lence the guns in Africa by 2020. And also, it will focus on making sig-

nificant progress in the work of the Multinational Joint Task Force 

(MNJTF) concerning combating terrorism and on providing a better 

understanding of the root causes of the conflict, in addition to the po-

litical situation in Guinea-Bissau, Somalia, Southern Sudan, Mali, the 
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Sahel region and Libya. 

Among the countries Nigeria has contributed to its peace-keeping 

forces are Lebanon, Chad, Angola, Namibia, Cambodia, Yugoslavia, 

Somalia, Rwanda and Sudan. Nigeria has played the most prominent 

military role in the crises of Liberia and Sierra Leone through the for-

mation of the ECOMOG forces affiliated to the ECOWAS. These 

peace support operations, in which Nigeria participated, have become 

one of the most important instruments of Nigeria's foreign policy. 

Mediation was, also, one of the instruments of Nigeria's role in 

regional security, since Nigeria was an active mediator in the crises 

experienced by African States after independence in the 1960s, salient 

of which are the conflicts between Togo and Ghana as well as Tanza-

nia and Uganda. The intervention of the Nigerian leadership in the 

mediation of conflict resolution in West Africa took place within the 

framework of the Mediation and Security Council of ECOWAS. How-

ever, the leaders of Nigeria played direct roles in mediation efforts. 

This was sound clear in the intervention of Nigeria in the crises of Li-

beria and Sierra Leone. 
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Security is one of the most important problems facing Africa due 

to the rise of several terrorist groups who escalate their movements 

every while in order either to develop their policies or to confront the 

latest counter terrorism frameworks in light of the terrorist momen-

tum in several African states. Terrorist organizations compete against 

each other to show their strength. In this vein, the Mujahideen Youth 

Movement in Somalia, Boko Haram in Nigeria, Al-Qaeda in the Islam-

ic Maghreb, and Daesh (Islamic State in Iraq and the Levant) in Libya 

are currently among the most active terrorist groups on the African 

arena.  

Thereupon, this study seeks to review this problem by dividing it into 

four parts: 

The first part, briefly, tackles the problem of security in the Sa-

hel and Sahara in light of the status quo (the prevalence of terrorist 

groups, especially Boko Haram and al-Qaeda) and the surrounding 

economic, ethnic and religious circumstances in this region. The sec-

ond part deals with the reality of the superiority of al-Qaeda in this 

region. The third part reviews Boko Haram in Nigeria and explains 

the reasons behind the increase in the size and quality of its terrorist 

activities. The fourth and last part highlights the possible scenarios 

behind the security situation in the Sahel and Sahara region. 

  

 The Dilemma of Security in the 

Sahel and Sahara… the Regres-

sion of Daesh and the Progression 

of Boko Haram 

By: Rasha Said Ashry 

Researcher in African Affairs 
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First: The Dilemma of Security in the Sahel and Sahara 

Despite the role of Daesh and its attempts to stimulate its activi-

ties in Africa after the elimination of its strongholds in Iraq and Syria, 

yet it still suffers from major defeats in light of the Libyan military 

role, the AFRICOM, the Group of Five and other regional frame-

works in combating terrorism. 

Thereupon, the mobility of other groups such as the Mujahideen 

Youth Movement in Somalia, al-Qaeda in Maghreb, and Boko Haram 

had exceeded that of Daesh; the most ferocious, in their operational 

activities, in light of the rising policies of the regional and international 

actors in that region, especially that such groups are rooted in the re-

gion before the emergence of Daesh. Thus, such organizations escalate 

their activities so as to prove their strength practically and ideological-

ly. Accordingly, Boko Haram is considered one of the most active ter-

rorist groups in Africa as regards escalating its operational activities 

whether in Nigeria or in several neighboring countries; the matter 

which imposed further tension, violence and security instability, lead-

ing to policies of retreat and failure in the fight against terrorism, thus 

imposing a dilemma in achieving security and stability in Africa, espe-

cially in the Sahel and Sahara region. 

Al-Qaeda, along with other terrorist groups have exploited the 

state of poverty and insecurity prevailing in some African countries in 

order to emphasize their presence in light of the financial support 

which was offered by the Organization to attract the African youth 

who are suffering from poverty and unemployment, especially in Mali, 

Somalia, Nigeria, Libya, Sudan, Niger, among other African countries, 

in light of the huge financial support which such groups receive along 

with the lack of control of some states over vast desert areas, thus fa-

cilitating the proliferation of such groups in the areas that are out of 
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security control. In this vein, estimates of the United Nations Office of 

Drugs and Crime indicate that the criminal acts of such groups gener-

ate an annual amount of around US Dollar 3400 million from ransoms 

to free hostages and to provide protection for drugs and arms traffick-

ing, where such resources are used to finance training personnel, build 

safe havens and execute armed operations.  

Moreover, such organizations pose a threat on the European con-

tinent from the Sahel and Sahara, as regards the migrants and the 

safety of the tourists coming to the region, in addition to the Western 

investments and interests, especially that the west African states are 

considered a conduit for illegal immigrants. 

Thereupon, the security dilemma had imposed the contexts of 

hybrid terrorism that brought together terrorist organizations, indi-

viduals, tribal groups and organized-crime gangs, thus producing a 

pattern of “Hybrid terrorism” led by several factors such as the politi-

cal, economic, and social crisis, religious identity in light of tribal con-

flicts and international interests that have led to escalating the terror-

ist phenomenon and the spread of armed militias as well as mercenar-

ies in African countries such as Mali, Burkina Faso, and Nigeria, 

among others.  

In the case of Nigeria, Boko Haram was capable of taking ad-

vantage of the extension of the cross-border Kanuri Tribe, in favor of 

its own extension to neighboring states, thus constituting a regional 

threat in light of the international competition, especially the Ameri-

can-European one (French-Italian) and the Asian (Chinese-Iranian) 

who took advantage of that security dilemma to achieve its interests 

whether through their presence, imposing either their control or their 

international policies under the pretext of fighting terrorism, or 

through threatening the interests of their competing powers. 
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Second: A Decline in the Activities of Daesh 

In spite of the decline in its activity, Daesh is still active in the Sa-

hel and Sahara Region, especially in Libya, from where it had began 

its activity, in addition to some of the other al-Qaeda affiliate groups in 

the Islamic Maghreb countries, such as Jund al-Khelafa or (Soldiers of 

the Caliphate) and the Murabitun Organization under the leadership 

of Abul Waleed al-Sahrawi, in May 2015 (who was toppled by Mokh-

tar BelMokhrar). However, despite the strikes that eliminated its main 

strongholds  in Iraq and Syria, yet the Organization is still struggling 

to retain its military power , especially in Africa, as one of the most 

important destinations for the Organization after the elimination of 

the so-called the Caliphate State in Iraq and Syria.  

During the period of its rising influence (2014-15), the Organiza-

tion escalated its activities  and alliances with the radical groups in Af-

rica, where it sent around 15 Iraqi trainers to Nigeria for six months in 

2015 to train Boko Haram elements on fighting techniques, dealing 

with explosives, manufacturing hand grenades, not to mention attract-

ing the followers and fighters with high-value funds. In this vein, the 

Organization adopted the attack on the “Bardo Museum” which har-

vested the lives of 22 people and wounded 45 others, in addition to the 

Sousse attack in Tunisia that killed 38 people in 2015. The Organiza-

tion restored its activity after a period of decline, with a statement by 

their leader in the Sahel and Sahara region; Adnan Abul Waleed Al-

Sahrawi, on January 12, 2017, announcing the responsibility of attack-

ing US and French Forces in Mali, destroying military vehicles and 

targeting a group of the US Commando troops in the Niger on October 

4, 2017. 

This was evidently demonstrated through the operational and 

media role in North and Central Africa, especially in Libya. In Febru-
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ary 2018, through the Naba’a Website, the Organization announced 

launching a new “War of Attrition” against the security checkpoints of 

the Libyan National Army. It adopted several attacks in Libya includ-

ing the Concello Gate in the South of Wadan, in addition to two at-

tacks targeting the 90 Gate, East of Sirte, and Zala to the South of the 

Oil Crescent area, where the army killed three terrorists.  

On March 30, in a statement published by its A’amaq (Depth) 

Agency, the Organization announced targeting the forces of Marshal 

Khalifa Haftar in Agdabia, in the East of Libya, thus kidnapping 8 

and injuring 8 others, including civilians. However, reports show a 

drastic decline in the activity of Daesh from 319 operations in 2016 to 

only 43 in 2017, leaving 239 dead, most of whom are elements from the 

Organization in Libya, in comparison to a rise in the activities of the 

Youth Movement which was considered the deadliest with 593 opera-

tions, against 500 operations by Boko Haram; representing around 

44% of the total number of victims of terrorism in Africa. 

Despite the attempts of Daesh to restore its activities in Africa, yet 

several elements led to a decline in its role in the current phase as fol-

lows: 

1- The elimination of the main strongholds of the Organization in Iraq 

and Syria, the decline in its activities in the region, the loss of its 

places of influence and the successive strikes against its leaders 

whether in the ME or Africa. The first of which was in 2015 when 

al-Baghdadi transferred several leaders, such as Abu Nabeel el-

Anbary ( who was the “Emir” (Prince) of Salah el-Din Gover-

norate) from Iraq to Sirte in Libya, Abul Bara’a al-Azdi to Libya 

and was appointed as a “Wali” over “al-Barqa Province”, and Abu 

Habib al-Gezrawy who recruits the youth in Daesh. However, the 

Organization failed to maintain its influence after receiving strong 
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airstrikes from the Africom Forces who eliminated many of its 

fighters and its chief commanders, including the previously men-

tioned ones.  

2- The role of the Africom and the UN peace-keeping forces in the Sa-

hel and Sahara, which eliminated the practices of the Organization, 

especially the US airstrikes from the Africom Base on several sites 

in Libya, Mali and Niger. In this respect, the US is currently de-

ploying 1300 soldiers from the Special Forces in Africa, while 

France had deployed 400 troops in the region to support the war 

against the Jihadist groups. While the Donor countries, including 

Saudi Arabia had collected around US Dollar 300 million to sup-

port the military efforts against the terrorists in Africa. However, 

such challenges still face complex frameworks in eliminating the 

terrorist activities in the region. 

3- The role of the Libyan army, whether that belonging to Khalifa 

Haftar or to the Forces of the Fortified Structure of the govern-

ment of Tripoli in fighting the Organization, thus eliminating its 

expansion in the region. 

4- The Movement of al-Qaeda, which is considered the mother base 

that is most active, despite the operations executed by Daesh during 

the period 2015-17, yet the strikes against it, along with the allianc-

es of several extremist organizations belonging to al-Qaeda, had cut 

up the ties of Daesh. In 2016, al-Qaeda established an armed group 

named the “Conquest Battalion” to chase Daesh , within the frame-

work of the rising terrorist operation of al-Qaeda in the tri-border 

between Mali, Burkina Faso and Niger. Despite the fact that some 

analysts believe that al-Qaeda and Daesh may cooperate to escalate 

the coming terrorist operations, especially against the foreign forc-

es, yet the reality shows that al-Qaeda and its affiliates are domi-
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nant in controlling the terrorist movement in the region in return 

for the latter’s decline, especially that al-Qaeda operations had es-

calated in 2017-18. 

5- The escalation in the activities of the terrorist organizations in the 

region and the possibility of their withdrawal from the dependency 

of Daesh , within the light of the local and regional goals of such 

organizations, which are different from the objectives of Daesh, not 

to mention the decline in its reputation and ideological appeal after 

losing its power and media appeal in its main strongholds. Despite 

the Organizations’ visions which al-Baghdadi had announced for 

the continent to be subordinate of the Organization, it failed to im-

pose an effective control on any of the areas that were intended to 

be subdivided into the state of the alleged caliphate and as a part of 

its vision of the world caliphate. 

Third: The Movement and Rise in the Activity of Boko Haram  

The Nigerian state is still suffering from security tensions due to 

the ongoing activities of Boko Haram which escalates its terrorist 

practices inside and outside the country, thus leading to numerous hu-

man and material losses in several countries as a result of its terrorist 

cross-border activity. Such groups had displaced thousands of civil-

ians, destructed the infrastructure of several Nigerian provinces, not 

to mention killing, raping and kidnapping hundreds of citizens in Ni-

geria and other neighboring countries such as Niger Chad, and Cam-

eron, among others.  

a- Factors that led to the Escalation of the Terrorist Activities 

The weakness of the security grip and the corruption of many 

institutions, on top of which is the Judiciary, as several senior judges 

had been condemned in investigations on corruption that reached US 

Dollar 800 thousand, along with the discovery of funds from local and 
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foreign currencies and Real Estates worth millions of Naira, and docu-

ments confirming that those judges had committed such sinful acts, 

were all factors that helped increase the strength of the Organization 

and its arguments in the continent. 

This comes in light of the policies and mismanagement of the 

Nigerian government with its deteriorating performance on the politi-

cal and economic levels, the spread of poverty and unemployment that 

reached 21% in light of the political corruption and the total reliance 

on the oil sector which provides 95% of the foreign exchange earnings, 

not to mention the western role whether it be direct or indirect poli-

cies, in the emergence of the terrorist organizations, as well as the im-

pact of the ideology and movements of al-Qaeda which began from the 

Sudan, through the Horn of Africa to Afghanistan. Thereupon, the 

declaration of the allegiance of Boko Haram to al-Qaeda in its begin-

nings in 2009 was a breakthrough towards the expansion of the activi-

ty of the Organization and its impact on the political and security are-

na in the country, especially after the breakout of clashes between the 

Organization and the Nigerian government in the same year as one of 

the most important factors that emphasizes its allegiance to al-Qaeda. 

Furthermore, the ideological frameworks of the Organization is 

closely related to al-Qaeda’s Takfiri ideology, the influence of several 

sources, and the redefinition of religious beliefs and forcefully impos-

ing such beliefs over the areas under their control had given a special 

dimension to the movement of the bloody organization in light of its 

adoption to a discourse that is different from that of the moderate Is-

lamic one. This was further enhanced with the possession of a military 

structure that is composed of Special Forces, security groups that are 

estimated by around 6000 personnel who execute direct combat opera-

tions and implement tactics of the guerilla warfare, in light of the nu-
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merous sources of finance such as smuggling operations, kidnapping of 

foreigners as well as officials and looting bank funds, not to mention 

the foreign support , thus giving the opportunity for the Organization 

to expand its decentralized activity and impose control over several 

places in the North of Nigeria. 

b- Boko Haram from Pledging Allegiance to Daesh to its Practical Pro-

gress 

Despite the fact that Boko Haram had sworn allegiance to Daesh 

in March 2015 as Abu Bakr Shekau had said in a statement “we de-

clare our allegiance to the Caliph, we will listen to him and obey him 

in times of hardships and ease.” However, the disagreement that 

emerged in August 2016 upon the appointment of Daesh to the former 

spokesman in name of the movement, Abu Musaab al-Bernawey, as a 

leader to the Organization and the dismissal of Abu Bakr Shekau, has 

added a new pattern to the practices of the Organization and affected 

its relation with al-Qaeda that suffered from several defeats in the 

Middle East and was only limited in Libya , where Abu Bakr Shekau 

was still the leader, in a defiance to the Organization, where he de-

clared in a 10-minute voice record that “people should know that we 

are still there, we shall not sow sedition among people and we shall 

abide by the rules of the Prophet BPUH and the Quran… this is our 

stance, we are still Jamā'at Ahl al-Sunnah li-l-Da'wah wal-Jihād or 

(People of the Sunna Group for Advocacy and Jihad)”,  the matter 

which revealed the extent of tension between al-Qaeda and Daesh, and 

adopted an escalatory pattern, as a result of the imposition of Daesh to 

its vision and control over the Organization; the matter which Shekau 

had totally refused.   

The decline in the power of Daesh and its ideological appeal upon 

losing its power and media coverage in its main strongholds, was the 

main reason behind the gradual dissent of some of its affiliate groups, 
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or others remaining under its affiliation for media purposes only, but 

neither organizationally or logistically. In this respect, Boko Haram 

remained under the affiliation of the Organization, but only on the me-

dia level, and not organizationally, except for training some elements 

in 2015 as mentioned earlier.  

In this vein, Daesh did neither offer any financial nor logistic 

support and there is no evidence that it offered any kind of strategic 

guidance. This was clear in the practices of Boko Haram  that mainly 

concentrated on the inside of Nigeria and some neighboring countries, 

thus showing the political objectives of this group away from that of 

Daesh. Their leader Shekau mentioned in his statements their adop-

tion to several terrorist operations without neither mentioning his loy-

alty to Daesh, nor attributing the success of the operations to al-

Qaeda, but only referring to the power and strength of Boko Haram. 

This has also been evident in Boko Haram’s ongoing activity 

since the abduction of 276 female students in 2014; showing its ongo-

ing ability on imposing security threats and kidnapping further civil-

ians, the last of which was kidnapping 110 girls in Feb. 2018 in the 

North East of Nigeria, then released 101 of them in March, raising 

doubts about the role of the government in their methods of mediation 

with the terrorist groups for releasing the girls; thus giving a more 

dangerous pattern as regards the ability of the group to continue its 

terrorist activities and the decline of the role of the government in con-

fronting such groups, especially that the terrorist group had entered 

and exited the town without being intercepted by the army. In this re-

spect, the Nigerian Minister of Information declared that “the release 

was unconditional” and came “as a result of the efforts of back chan-

nels” and with the help of “friends”. He also referred to “freezing 

(military) operations in some areas during the negotiations, so as to 
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ensure saving lives”. 

Boko Haram is capable of executing suicidal and explosive oper-

ations. In this vein,  the Center for Counter-terrorism at the American 

Military Academy “West point”  had estimated that in August 2017, 

total number of suicide bombers assigned to execute operations had 

reached 434, of whom 56% were female suicide bombers, during the 

period April 2011-June 2017; the largest participation of female 

bombers in the history of terrorist organizations; the matter which 

had revealed a more dangerous pattern on the internal and regional 

security level in light of the internal and external support and the de-

cline in counter terrorist initiatives, along with the imposition of Boko 

Haram to the internationalization of its terrorist activities without 

needing a cautious subordination to Daesh whose media and ideologi-

cal appearance is gradually eroding and its military strength is dimin-

ishing. 

 

Fourth: Future Scenarios 

There are several future scenarios as regards the security dilem-

ma in the African continent and the escalation of the activities of the 

terrorist organizations, especially Boko Haram, that are represented 

in: 

1. The continued activity of Boko Haram on the one hand and the rest 

of the terrorist groups affiliated to al-Qaeda on the other hand, 

within the weakness of the security grip in the Sahel and Sahara 

and the international and regional policies which have had a hand 

in the continuation of the terrorist movement, in light of the selec-

tivity in fighting terrorism. This was evident in the failure of the US 

to provide logistic and financial support to the African forces for 

facing Boko Haram, as the Nigerian oil wells are located in the 
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south of the country; away from the grip of Boko Haram; i.e., far 

from the American interests.  

2. A further decline in the activity of Daesh in the coming phase, and 

perhaps several organizations that had previously declared their 

allegiance, will declare their dissent due to the decline in Daesh’s 

military, media and ideological role, while other visions believe that 

Daesh will reformulate itself in the areas where it has several alli-

ances; in Tunisia, Egypt, Nigeria, and the Niger, with the estima-

tions of restoring its presence in 18 out of 52 African countries. 

3. The escalation of military operations, particularly from AFRI-

COM, G5 and MINOSMA forces in Mali, with the continued esca-

lation of the French military intervention in the region, such as the 

Operation Barkhane in northern Mali and Niger, which began on 1 

August 2014. According to Le Point Afrique, on February 23, 2018, 

some 4,000 billion francs were paid to fight the jihadists in north-

ern Mali, with points of concentration along the border from Chad 

eastwards to the borders of Mauritania in the west, not to mention 

the anti-terrorism initiatives TSCTP, which foreshadowed the con-

tinuation of the military confrontation, in light of the continuing 

policies of interests that face such initiatives. 
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The crisis of illegal immigration is one of the most important 

problems facing the EU countries at the present time, in light of their 

different positions. Some countries refuse to admit more immigrants to 

their territories such as Poland, Czech, Hungary, France and Austria, 

while Italy feels that it bears the burden of the crisis alone. This crisis 

is aggravated by the inability of the countries of the old continent to 

stop the flow of illegal immigrants to their shores across the North Af-

rican countries, particularly Libya, to escape poverty and civil wars in 

their mother countries  

The same is true for the African continent, which suffers from the 

flow of tens of thousands of its citizens to Europe for various reasons, 

whether political, security, economic, social or others. This has made 

this crisis a constant issue in African-European relations through out 

the past few years. This, also, raises many questions about the status 

quo concerning the phenomenon of illegal immigration in Africa, the 

reasons of the Euro-African cooperation on the phenomenon, the im-

plications for both the European and African sides, and the steps as 

well as the mechanisms put forward to confront such implications.This 

report will focus on these points through the following main themes. 

First: the status quo concerning the phenomenon of illegal immigra-

tion in Africa: 

  

 
African-European Cooperation to 

address the Problem of Illegal 

Immigration 

 Adel Ali Ahmed 

State Information Service 
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Africa is the largest source of illegal migrants to Europe across 

the Mediterranean, whether from North Africa or the rest of the conti-

nent. The World Bank statistics released in December 2015 revealed 

that 23.2 million migrants came from Africa. The top countries of 

origin of the illegal immigrants. are Somalia, Burkina Faso, the Sudan, 

the Democratic Republic of the Congo, Nigeria and Côte d'Ivoire.The 

International Labor Organization (ILO) estimates that the rate of ille-

gal immigration is 10-15% of the world's migrants, while the Interna-

tional Organization for Migration (IOM) estimates illegal immigration 

in EU countries at 1.5 million. 

According to the World Migration Organization (IOM), the 

period from January 1st to November 19, 2017 witnessed the attempt 

of 160,067 people to migrate to Europe via the Mediterranean, of 

whom 2,985 migrants died or lost, namely: 114,606 arrived in Italy of 

whom 2,765 migrants died or lost, 18,818 arrived in Spain of whom 

161 migrants died or lost, 25,614 arrived in Greece, of whom 59 mi-

grants died or lost and 1,029 migrants arrived in Cyprus . 

Noticeably, the majority of immigrants to the major European 

countries across the Mediterranean are from African countries. For 

example, the majority of immigrants to Italy during the period from 

January 1st to October 2017, were from Nigeria, Guinea, Côte d'Ivoire 

and Mali. While the majority of immigrants to Greece during the same 

period were from the Republic of the Congo and Algeria . 

According to the International Organization for Migration 

(IOM), the United Nations Migration Agency reported that 67,122 mi-

grants and refugees entered Europe via the Mediterranean during the 

period from January 1st to August 26, 2018. Of these migrants, 27,994 

entered Spain, which has been the main destination during the afore-

mentioned year, compared to 172,362 migrants during the same peri-
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od in 2017 and 272,612 in 2016. The IOM Missing Migrants Project 

registered 1549 deaths in the Mediterranean in 2018. 

Second: Illegal migration routes from Africa to Europe 

According to a study by the Institute for Security Studies in Af-

rica, the transfer networks of illegal immigrants from Africa to Eu-

rope across Libya are spread among dozens of countries that use dif-

ferent work models and work at a high level of coordination. African 

migrants use three routes to reach Libya and from there to Europe. 

These are: 

1 - The Western Route: 

This route, whose main center is the city of Ghat, is used to en-

ter the south of Libya through Algeria. It is under the control of Arab 

tribes and smuggling networks from Tuareg tribes. The western route 

is, now, less attractive than the other routes for several reasons, the 

most important of which is the fact that crossing from Algeria requires 

official papers and visas, which most migrants do not have. This leads 

them to rely on smuggling networks in Algeria and pay large fees. This 

makes the use of the Western route more difficult and more expensive 

than other routes. 

2- The Eastern Route: 

This route extends from the Sudan to The city of Kufra south-

east of Libya. It is the preferred route for migrants from Eritrea, So-

malia and Ethiopia. The smuggling networks operating in the Horn of 

Africa and the Sudan are the most professional and profitable net-

works that flourished after the crisis in Libya. Some say it is, also, the 

most difficult because of the command and control centers connecting 

the main points in Addis Ababa, Khartoum and Tripoli. From the 

point of view of European politicians, the elimination of smuggling 

networks along the eastern route to the south of Libya is a real chal-
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lenge because these networks are the most complex and organized as 

well as the most criminal among the three routes. 

3- The Middle Route: 

This is the most attractive route. It runs directly between Niger 

and south of Libya. It is the preferred route for immigrants from Ni-

geria, Gambia and Cameroon because it is far from northern Mali and 

its security unrest. It, also, does not require official papers or any oth-

er complications as in Algeria. Most migrants who use this route hold 

passports certified by the Economic Community of West African 

States (ECOWAS), which allow them freedom of movement among 15 

member states for 90 days without an official visa. 

It, also, includes most of the upstream countries from which 

immigrants migrate to Libya, so it is easier for them to move along the 

middle route. The city of Agadez in Niger is the main city on this 

route, which is easily reached by public buses. This makes this route 

the most popular route of illegal immigration to Libya. The smuggling 

networks operating along the middle route, between Niger and south 

of Libya, show the least organized crime rates. Therefore, European 

countries focus on intercepting these networks and eliminating their 

work model. 

Third: The motives of cooperation between Europe and Africa: 

1- Economic Implications of Illegal Immigration: 

The flow of large numbers of illegal immigrants is affecting the 

economies of the European Union as a result of the burden of receiv-

ing, sheltering or deporting them. Moreover, illegal immigration re-

sulted in imposing burdens on public finances, and introducing large 

numbers of immigrants to the labor market within a short period of 

time, prompting the European Union to allocate funds in order to con-

trol the flow of migrants.The total cost of initial expenses during the 
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first year ranges from € 8-12,000 per asylum seeker. Since 2000 until 

2016, the European Union spent about 11.8 billion Euros on the depor-

tation of rejected asylum seekers, at a rate of four thousand Euros for 

each rejected asylum seeker. 

On the African side, a study by the Institute for Security Stud-

ies in Africa suggests that smuggling of goods and migrants is an im-

portant part of the economic policies of several communities in the Sa-

hel and Sahara region in Africa.Over the past five years, smuggling of 

migrants has been the most profitable activity, and thus the proceeds 

of that trade have become an integral part of the political and security 

structure in the region. 

2-  Social Implications of Illegal Migration: 

Illegal immigrants are excluded from social life and are subject 

to mistreatment as well as marginalization as a result of the policy of 

discrimination between them and the indigenous European popula-

tion. This is in addition to the distinction between illegal immigrants 

themselves concerning their own right, ie, those from Eastern Europe 

and those coming from the southern bank of the Mediterranean. 

Illegal immigrants are, also, blamed for being responsible for 

social problems in Europe including drug proliferation, organized 

crime, rampant begging, and human trafficking networks that are 

threatening the security and stability of European societies. Illegal mi-

gration is, also, associated with fraud, bribery, embezzlement, assault 

on persons and the smuggling of illegal immigrants. This is in addition 

to the growth of slums and the lack of necessary services, besides the 

deterioration of the environment and also the problem of cultural 

identity as well as the decline of the values and principles of the origi-

nal European countries, not to mention the entry of strange customs to 

the European community, such as hanging around, unemployment, 
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begging, fictitious marriages, etc. 

3- The security and political implications of illegal immigration: 

The European Union considers the phenomenon of the influx of 

illegal immigrants from the southern and northern shores of the Medi-

terranean as the source of all the dangers and threats affecting Euro-

pean security, since it results in the widespread and aggravated phe-

nomena such as organized crime, drug trafficking, religious and ethnic 

extremism, terrorism, which lead to the spread of instability and secu-

rity tensions in these countries. There is a trend among some Europe-

an politicians - represented by Hungarian Prime Minister Victor Ur-

ban that links between illegal immigration to Europe and the rising 

threat of terrorism. 

Illegal immigration, from the perspective of extreme right-wing 

parties, is the main reason behind the terrorist acts against Europe .

While left-wing parties consider the crisis of illegal immigration to be 

a purely humanitarian crisis and should be treated as such. It consid-

ers that the discourse of extreme right-wing parties fuels the hatred of 

immigrants among the indigenous peoples of Europe .There are fears 

of the repercussions of the illegal immigration crisis on the political 

situation in the EU member states.It has led to a split among EU lead-

ers, as the issue of migrants has become a matter of win or lose in the 

elections from Italy to Hungary, where voters favor candidates who 

advocate a tougher stance on immigration. 

On the African side, some point to the involvement of elements 

of government institutions in Libya and members of the security ser-

vices in the activities of smuggling illegal immigrants highlighting that 

the economy of smuggling activities not only provides smugglers of mi-

grants, but also local and security institutions. 

Fourth: Procedures and mechanisms of action to address the 
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phenomenon: 

The European countries resorted whether individually or in 

cooperation with African countries to adopt a package of procedures 

and mechanisms to address the problem of illegal immigration and its 

negative repercussions, as follows : 

1.   Security mechanisms: 

These, mainly, focus on the need to stop the influx of illegal 

immigrants to European shores through a group of mechanisms: 

A. Establishment of detention centers for illegal immigrants: 

European Union countries have established detention cen-

ters for illegal immigrants arrested on European coasts in order 

to deport them to their countries of origin. These centers lack the 

minimum humanitarian standards required for detention. The 

law passed by the European Parliament in 2008 allowed the de-

tention of undocumented migrants, asylum seekers whose re-

quests have not been approved as well as unaccompanied chil-

dren for up to 18 months, with a five-year ban on entry into the 

European Union. 

B. Deportation of illegal immigrants: 

In October 2008, the European Council adopted the Europe-

an Migration Agreement, the cornerstone of immigration policy 

during the French presidency of the European Union in the sec-

ond half of 2008. The non-binding agreement imposes stricter 

control on the reunification of the families of migrants and calls 

on EU countries to seek the adoption of expulsion and payment 

of money to migrants so as to return to their countries of origin 

and also calls for agreements with countries of origin to deport 

illegal immigrants. 

C- Tightening security along the borders of the European Union 
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countries: 

European countries have taken a series of security measures 

to tighten security along their coastal borders, including the 

Spanish-funded EU project to build a six-meter-high wall, a 

wall with long-distance radar, thermal image cameras and night 

vision devices. Spain has, also, established electronic observa-

tion centers equipped with night-time notification and radar 

systems, in addition to the launching of the satellite project 

called the "Sea Horse Network" to monitor illegal migration in 

the Strait of Gibraltar linking the African and European conti-

nents at an estimated cost of more than 3.5 million euros.The 

European Union has adopted other measures on illegal immi-

gration within Europe, most notably the European Information 

Bank, which aims to monitor the movements of foreigners in 

Europe. 

D - Operation Sophia  :  

Operation Sophia, formally European Union Naval Force 

Mediterranean, is a military operation of the European Union 

that was established as a consequence of the April 2015 Libya 

migrant shipwrecks with the aim of neutralizing established 

refugee smuggling routes in the Mediterranean, in addition to 

training Libyan Coast Guard as well as Navy forces and con-

tributing to the implementation of the UN arms embargo off 

the coast of Libya .On 25/7/2017, these countries extended this 

process until the end of 2018 .The European Council amended 

the mandate of the process so as to provide for the possibility of 

greater sharing of information gathered by the authorities of 

Member States and concerned European agencies. 

Despite the reservations of some European countries, in-
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cluding Italy, on the results of the Operation Sofia although the 

flow of migrants to its shores continued, this process has con-

tributed since its launch in 2015 to the arrest and handing over 

of 110 smugglers to the Italian authorities. It, also, helped stop-

ping the use of 470 boats and rescuing 40,000 people in the sea. 

E- Establishment of the European Border and Coast Guard 

Agency (Frontex): 

 This is an independent body whose aim is to coordinate op-

erational cooperation among member states in the field of bor-

der protection. It is known as Frontex, and was founded by the 

European Union in October 2004 within the framework of 

strengthening the European Border Guard to curb illegal immi-

gration. 

2. Political mechanisms: 

A- Collective and bilateral cooperation agreements: 

The EU countries are associated with the Mediterranean 

countries with a set of collective and bilateral cooperation 

agreements in the field of combating illegal immigration, in-

cluding: 

This agreement was signed in 1985 by 30 countries, mostly 

members of the European Union, under which member coun-

tries exchange personal and security information through the 

so-called Schengen Information System, which has helped to 

reduce the entry of illegal immigrants into Europe. The Euro-

pol, i.e the law enforcement agency of the European Union, de-

pended on this information system in the field of combating ille-

gal immigration, especially in the Mediterranean basin. 

B. Convening joint summits and conferences to address the cri-

sis of illegal immigration: 
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The past few years witnessed the holding of many meetings and 

conferences that brought together European and African parties, with 

the aim of combating illegal immigration, salient of which are: 

- The Economic Forum for the Mediterranean that took place on 

the 23rd of October 2013 at the headquarters of the Union for the 

Mediterranean, in Barcelona, where the European leaders called 

on their counterparts in African countries to exert more effort to 

find a quick solution to stop the phenomenon of illegal immigra-

tion. The forum included 10 countries, namely: Spain, France, Ita-

ly, Malta, Portugal, Algeria, Libya, Morocco, Mauritania and Tu-

nisia. 

- The first. Steering Committee meeting of the EU-Horn of. Africa 

Migration Route Initiative (Khartoum Process) in Sharm el 

Sheikh, 23 – 24 April 2015. 

- The Second African Union Regional Conference of the AU-HOA 

initiative, which is also known as the Khartoum Process, on Hu-

man Trafficking and Smuggling in the Horn of Africa that was 

held in Sharm El-Sheikh on 13 and 14 September 2015. 

-  Africa-EU Migration Summit in Valletta, Malta capital of 

Valletta on 11–12 November 2015 with the participation of leaders 

of the European Union, a number of African countries, interna-

tional and regional organizations and United Nations agencies 

working in the field of migration and combating the smuggling of 

migrants and human trafficking. 

- The Au-Horn of Africa Regional Conference on Combating 

Human Trafficking and Smuggling of Migrants held in Sharm El-

Sheikh from 2-4 June 2016 with the participation of Egypt, Ethio-

pia, Eritrea, Sudan, South Sudan, Tunisia, Libya, Somalia and 

Djibouti.This is in addition to representatives of partner countries 
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including Italy, Malta, Norway, the Netherlands, Britain, Switzer-

land and Saudi Arabia, as well as a number of United Nations or-

ganizations and agencies, the African Union, the European Union, 

the International Organization for Migration (IOM), and the Of-

fice of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees 

(UNHCR.( 

- The Euro-African Mini Summit held in the French capital Paris 

on August 28, 2017 to discuss ways to find solutions to the crisis of 

the flow of illegal immigrants from Africa to Europe through Lib-

ya. The summit included four major European countries, namely: 

Germany, Spain, Italy and France, in addition to the minister of 

the European Union foreign affairs as well as the leaders of three 

African countries, i.e Niger, Chad and Libya, which are the coun-

tries through which 90% of Africans who want illegal immigra-

tion pass to Europe. The summit aims to reaffirm Europe's sup-

port for the three countries in controlling the flow of migrants by 

helping transit countries in three directions. First, controlling 

their borders with Libya. Second, facing smugglers and focusing 

on asylum. Third, the idea of handling files in place before mi-

grants try to cross into Europe. 

- The 5th African Union-European Union (AU-EU) summit held on 

29–30 November 2017 in Abidjan, Cote d'Ivoire., attended by 

leaders and heads of government of 55 African countries and 28 

European Union countries, which discussed many issues of mutual 

concern on top of which is illegal immigration. The final commu-

niqué of the summit included agreement on the strong commit-

ment of the leaders of the two continents to combat illegal immi-

gration and its consequences, such as the slave trade in Libya. 

- The EU summit in Brussels in late June 2018, which discussed a 
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number of issues, on top of which is illegal immigration and the 

means of reducing it. In this respect, the summit approved the es-

tablishment of "landing pads" for migrants outside Europe to de-

ter them from crossing the Mediterranean Sea. The Agreement 

stipulates on the construction of "controlled centers" in European 

States "on an optional basis", where migrants are placed upon 

arrival where "quickly" the process of sorting out illegal immi-

grants takes place deciding who must be deported and who are 

entitled to seek asylum and can be transferred to other European 

countries, on a "voluntary" basis .The agreement refers to 

strengthening the mechanisms of combating smuggling networks 

in cooperation with the security services in the Sahel and the sup-

port of the Libyan Coast Guard. This is in addition to the estab-

lishment of centers for gathering immigrants in European soil, the 

African Sahel countries and the Middle East. 

- African Union summit in Nouakchott, Mauritania, on July 1 and 

2, 2018, in which the illegal immigration file, as well as the future 

of the Africa-EU partnership associated with the same file, domi-

nated its agenda. During this summit, the Tunisian Foreign 

Minister called on the African Union Heads of State and Govern-

ment to unite during the upcoming negotiations with European 

partners in an apparent attempt to  mobilize a unified position 

concerning the temptations of EU leaders at their recent summit 

in Brussels by providing more financial support to Africa in ex-

change for assistance in dealing with Illegal immigration through 

the establishment of camps for illegal immigrants. 
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 Under the patronage of President Abdel Fattah el-Sisi; the 

President of the Republic, and the organization of the National Acade-

my for Training and Rehabilitation of Youth, the World Youth Forum 

was held in Sharm el-Sheikh during the period 3-6 November 2018 

with the participation of more than 163 countries worldwide. 

The Forum was attended by a number of world leaders, special-

ists, men of letters and prominent figures, not to mention the govern-

mental, youth and female representatives in order to give these young 

people the opportunity of expressing their opinion and benefiting from 

each other’s experiences, in addition to discussing the most dangerous 

phenomenon and means of addressing them so as to come up with use-

ful recommendations and initiatives in this regard. 

The UN Secretary-General's envoy, Jayathma Wickramanayake, 

the Yezidi girl, Nadia Mourad, the Nobel Peace Laureate Zondwa 

Mandela, and the grandson of Nelson Mandela had all attended the 

four-day Forum. The Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas Abu Ma-

zen had also attended the opening session. 

The main focus of the Forum was inspired by the book “The Sev-

en Pillars of the Egyptian Personality” of Dr. Milad Hanna, whose 

main aim was to emphasize the unity of the Egyptian social fabric de-

spite the differences.  All activities of the Forum were convened within 

the framework of these pillars, in addition to the distinguished vision 
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of the Egyptian society who was capable, along ages, to be the center of 

communication among several countries. 

The World Youth Forum had tackled several issues and themes, 

discussing around 18 themes over 30 sessions, in addition to the Arab-

African simulation Summit, the opening and closing ceremonies, and 

the pre-Forum workshops. The African continent was the main focus 

of the discussion, indirectly tackling the African affairs through re-

viewing topics of interest, such as the issue of water, the role of the 

companies and businessmen in realizing development, narrowing the 

gender gap in the labour market or “Empowering women”, reviewing 

the renewable and non-renewable sources of energy, the international 

aids, building the post-conflict societies and states, assessing the role of 

the social media, or those that directly address the African issues in 

their sessions, such as 2063 Agenda and the Arab-African Simulation 

Summit. 

 The Forum… Issues and Discussions 

The Role of Entrepreneurs in Realizing Development 

During the session, researchers stressed the importance of the role 

of private companies, or what is called “entrepreneurship” in develop-

ment; considering that it had become one of the most important indi-

cators in measuring the strength of companies that directly contrib-

utes to finding job opportunities to solve the societal problems. A 

South African entrepreneur, Sandile Shabangu,  referred to the fact 

that South Africa had a large number of unemployed youth that are 

estimated by around 15-30 million, who, through entrepreneurship, 

could turn to entrepreneurs and company owners.  

The Cause of Peace 

Peace was discussed in a session entitled “The Role of World Lead-

ers in Building and Sustaining Peace”. During the session, different 
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visions and ideas on how to achieve world peace had been discussed, in 

addition to addressing women-related issues, not to mention the com-

munity problems in general, and the Middle Eastern and North Afri-

can countries’ problems in particular. In this vein, el-Sisi expressed 

the possibility of realizing peace all over the Arab countries (some of 

which are in the African continent) through five main pivots; finding a 

prominent role for the leaders and their ability to read the situation, 

building societal peace inside the state, creating dialogue between the 

leaders and youth and upgrading the working mechanisms of the UN. 

Women Empowerment 

On the periphery of a session entitled “Building and Sustainability 

of Peace” President el-Sisi emphasized Egypt’s keenness on empower-

ing women through adopting practices that aim at pushing them to-

wards the place they deserve. In a session attended by the first Lady 

and a number of female cabinet ministers under the title “Narrowing 

the Gender Gap in the Labour Market”, the first Lady referred to the 

possibility of empowering women without a huge political, economic or 

social support for a gender equality, emphasizing the presidential sup-

port in this respect. Other participants emphasized that the policies 

and practices should focus on developing the labour market of women 

through offering real incentives to female employers, providing child 

care and flexible working hours for women. 

Energy 

A large number of participants stressed that the trend of the future 

worldwide will head towards using clean and renewable energy; point-

ing out to the lack of access of several states to the energy sources, 

even the African countries despite possessing a huge quantity of it. In 

this respect, Niger possesses around 14% of the energy –despite being 

one of the largest exporters of Uranium, thus confirming that 3 million 
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people are living in energy poverty; calling on the developed countries 

to assist the African ones in this respect, a matter which is currently 

possible especially with the orientation of several states such as China, 

EU, Kenya, and the African Horn towards increasing the amount of 

wind-generated energy. 

Role of Cinema and Art 

The session was held under the title “The Role of Art and Cinema 

in the Formation of Societies”, with the participation of a number of 

artists and officials, including Dr. Inas Abdel Daim, the Minister of 

Culture who pointed out that “art constitutes the spirit of the society, 

as it is the first and primary influencer to any society”. Participants 

clarified that the cinema is an extension to the society and a reflection 

to the political, economic and social reality of the society and state to-

gether. 

Issue of Water 

In a session entitled “Day Zero: Water Security in the Context of 

Climate Changes”, participants clarified that the issue of water securi-

ty will “directly affect the new generation in the near future”, especial-

ly that by 2030, one third of the world population will suffer from wa-

ter scarcity, and around 18 million will suffer from draught, in addi-

tion to the expected displacement of around 24-27 million, considering 

that the efficient management of water policies can turn the possible 

conflicts over water to opportunities for realizing socio-economic de-

velopment. 

Issue of International Aids and Refugees 

In a session entitled “Humanitarian Aids: The International Re-

sponsibility in Facing Challenges”, participants referred to the need on 

focusing on empowering personnel through finding lasting solutions 

for their problems, rather than offering them donations or temporary 
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solutions. In this context, Fatuma Moussa, the Somalis Human Rights 

Activist, had pointed out that she does not oppose the term 

“Refugees”, yet she prefers the term “the new comers”. Participants 

had asked for a kind of balance and harmonization between offering 

aids for refugees on the one hand, and the protection of each state to 

its border on the other hand, in addition to finding guaranteed and 

permanent financial sources for the refugee-related institutions. 

Social Media 

A  Session entitled “Social Media: Save or Enslave” had been held 

with the presence of President el-Sisi and several ministers and spokes-

men. In this vein, several viewpoints had been expressed over the role 

of the media. Some participants, including a Ugandan expert in digital 

and data security, had emphasized the negative impact of social net-

working, asserting that the most negative impact lies on children, 

small girls and adolescents; an opinion that was supported by several 

other speakers who warned from the negative impact of the social net-

working. On the other hand, others highlighted the positive aspects of 

social media, which, despite not ignoring its negative aspects; they con-

sidered it very important in several medical and engineering fields, in 

addition to the fields related to the work of the relief and humanitari-

an organizations. 

Empowering Youth with Disabilities 

Participants pointed to the necessity of urgent international coop-

eration for fostering an Initiative for empowering people with disabili-

ties “asking Egypt, through its presidency to the AU in 2019, to devel-

op a set of awareness policies for people with disabilities, in addition to 

setting a program for the nutrition of women and children and build-

ing food security networks among the AU states". 

Building Future Leaders 

In a session entitled “How to Build Future Leaders”, that was at-
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tended by the President of the Republic, ministers of education and 

higher education and several young figures, el-Sisi called for providing 

the youth with real opportunities to take over the administration and 

high posts, pointing to the importance of selecting the efficient youth 

first, then qualifying them to take up positions. 

Education officials in Egypt pointed out that education is a necessi-

ty for building leaderships and that the process of building leaderships 

is not a simple genetic matter. In this vein, Catherine Constantinides, 

the South African and International  Climate Activist had expressed 

her pride in participating in the World Youth Forum, asserting that 

the current challenge is shouldering youth the responsibilities of their 

societies, confirming that, “we, as young leaders, ask ourselves ques-

tions on how can we take control over the future?" Clarifying that this 

generation is facing several global challenges including poverty, hun-

ger, climate change, refugees, illegal immigration, unemployment, hu-

man rights violations and the lack of access to potable water. 

2063 Agenda… Africa that we Want 

During the “2063 Agenda” session, El-Sisi stressed on the means 

that should be followed for realizing sustainable development in Afri-

ca, especially as regards the poorest countries, with the help and par-

ticipation of the poorest countries. He also reviewed Egypt’s experi-

ence in this regard in order to move towards development. 

Specifically, El-Sisi identified five main pivots that should be taken 

into consideration in this respect; seeking to realize security and stabil-

ity in Africa, that without which, the aspired development and foreign 

investment attraction will be hardly realized, rectifying the impression 

taken about the continent in the eyes of the world that it is full of ten-

sion and conflicts, seriously seeking to developing the European part-

nership with the African continent through a huge integrated program 

that aims to lie the infrastructure for the African states, in addition to 
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identifying  a program for realizing development within it, providing 

further energy sources for the continent, setting programs for apply-

ing governance and transforming into electronic and digital societies, 

and finally, fighting corruption. In this vein, El-Sisi believes that by 

fulfilling such steps, the continent will be able to reach 2063 vision in a 

manner that would realize the hopes and aspirations of the African 

peoples. 

The session had discussed topics concerning fighting terrorism, 

realizing stability and activating the role of youth. Speakers had con-

firmed the need for the African Youth Forum to be modeled after the 

World Youth Forum which was held in Cairo. Minister of Foreign Af-

fairs, Sameh Shoukri considered that “Africa 2063” is an ambitious 

vision from the AU members. Such a vision also includes the establish-

ment of financial institutions and providing the necessary finance in 

this respect. Such institutions would include the establishment of the 

African Common Market and the African Central Bank, considering 

that the continent is in the process of realizing such ambitions, point-

ing also to Egypt’s participation in the development and stability of 

Africa; working on several axes, including the development of the ag-

ricultural and industrial production, and raising the efficiency of the 

employees in such fields; stressing the importance of realizing integra-

tion among the African states so as to benefit from its wealth, and to 

effect a breakthrough in its trade, noting in the same context on the 

participation of President El-Sisi in the G20 and his interest in reduc-

ing the weakness in communication among the African states and in 

upgrading the infrastructures.  

Evelyne Butoyi the Minister of Youth of Burundi had expressed 

her deep faith in the potentials of youth and the necessity of giving 

them the chance to shoulder the responsibility of progress in Africa 
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and of their participation in the international partnerships. She point-

ed to the presence of 6 female ministers in her country, in addition to 

other women who occupy the posts of governors, calling for empower-

ing women, investing in education and creating a legal environment 

that would provide the youth with the chance of shouldering responsi-

bility.  

A German minister had called for the inevitability of creating 

partnership between the AU and the EU and of activating and explain-

ing the role of the AU for such partnership to be accomplished, refer-

ring to the interest of the AU in furthering cooperation with the Afri-

can continent and in supporting its economic development. 

Representative of the AFRICOM Bank had referred to seven pri-

orities in 2063 agenda, including infrastructure, peace, stability, and 

freedom of trade, among others, considering that the African conti-

nent does not suffer from lack of finance insofar as it suffers from the 

correct orientation of such finance. 

Model of the Arab-African Summit 

The inaugural session of the first Arab-African Summit Model was 

launched in the second day of the Forum with the announcement of 

the Chairman of the session to the beginning of the summit, referring 

that it aims at enhancing and rectifying the track of the Arab-African 

relations, among the grave challenges facing the Arab and African 

worlds. 

It is worthy to mention that in the model of the Arab-African sum-

mit, which is a two-day regional summit on the periphery of the agen-

da of the World Youth Forum, participants represent the roles of  Ar-

ab and African Heads of State to discuss the urgent issues of mutual 

interest. Participants also deliver inaugural speeches that reflect the 

policies of their countries towards the Arab-African integration pro-
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ject, negotiate and present conflict management solutions all within 

committing to the rules of the Arab-African Summit. 

It is worthy to mention that the Arab-African simulation summit 

had came as an implementation to the recommendations of the AU 

Summit that was held in May 7 within the framework of activating the 

recommendations of the last session of the World Youth Forum that 

was held in November 2017. The Simulation Summit of this year was 

convened with the presence of youth representing 67 Arab and African 

states for discussing and trying to find solutions for the problems and 

challenges facing them, along with enhancing the means of cooperation 

among the Arab and African youth. 

Recommendations of the World Youth Forum 

Declaring Aswan as the capital of the African youth for the year 

2019, on condition that this year would be the beginning of the gather-

ing between the Arab and African youth so as to discuss the most 

prominent issues and challenges facing the Arab and African Youth 

together. 

Egypt’s acknowledgement that Sharm el-Sheikh Declaration for 

the Arab-African integration; which was the outcome of the simula-

tion summit, is the document which the Egyptian ministry of foreign 

affairs had submitted to the African institutions.  

Assigning the National Academy of Training to prepare a program 

for training African youth on leadership. 

Egypt announced the formation of a joint working group of young 

people participating in the Forum with the aim of providing financial 

and moral support to the victims of terrorism worldwide. 

Forming a specialized research group under the supervision of the 

Forum’s administration to study the positive and negative points of the 

excessive use of social networking sites. This group should develop a 
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comprehensive vision for dealing with the sites and reducing their neg-

ative impact.  

The Egyptian state organs shall implement, in coordination with 

the Forum, a global campaign for raising awareness among youth over 

the importance of the issue of water scarcity, and to put it on the agen-

da of the international society. 

Launching an international initiative for training 10,000 Arab and 

African youth to work as game and application developers, in addition 

to the establishment of 100 technical companies. 

 


